The Baggara Tribes
mented by sale of bulls at the same time. The proceeds
quickly go in taxes, sugar, tea and clothes, and then the
Baggari resigns himself to the scarcity of summer. For-
tunately for them the dry months do not usually mean
harder work in watering as all the bigger herds do not
summer on wells but come down to the open water of
rivers or marshes.
They pass their time in a pleasing idleness spent by
day under the shady trees and by night in sitting round
the camp fires, a lethargy born of the easy conditions of
the south where scarcity rarely becomes hunger as their
meagre diet can always be supplemented by wild crops,
honey, fishing and hunting, and arising also from the climate
which makes many a Baggari a hive of diseases ; malaria,
syphilis, bilharzia and guinea-worm are too often found
in one individual and renders all of them subject to rack-
ing pains and fevers. Their share of black blood has
given them a more robust physique than the northern
Arabs and noticeably better teeth, but they have paid a
great penalty for living in the marshes.
This robustness of physique has its counterpart in
certain mental qualities. They are less querulous and
melancholy than the purer bred Arabs. Their jollity is
particularly noticeable in their vehement African dances,
in their smiling friendliness and happy charm which
replace the more dignified and sophisticated mariners of
the northerners. Their cruelty, avariciousness aad malice
are rather those of the child or the savage than of the
grown man and give way with bewildering rapidity to
generosity and kindness.
I have spoken of their extreme laziness which leads
them to postpone every act till it can be put oS no further,
as they are at all times assured of a sufficiency of food,
adequate shelter and abundant water. They do, how-
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